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Accomplishments/Awards

Film Works/Collaborative 

CoLeE: Savannah College of Art and Design 

DeRe:   Bachelor of fine Art in Animation
AnIcPaEdGrDuTiN:  Summer 2018

Dh mDi     

Location: Vancouver BC, 
Job: Paid Modeling Intern
on “Blaze and the 
Monster Machines”

Responsibilities: 
- 3d Modeling props and other assets for the show 
- UV and Texturing props and other assets for the show 
- Blend Shapes for props and other assets for the show 

Maya, Mudbox, Marvelous Designer, 3Dmax, 3D Printing, Zbrush, Arnold, Keyshot, 
XGen, Substance, Houdini, Topogun, Toonboom, Unreal, Unity, Photoshop, Python

MeToShP   Al 1
I was mentored by Mike Defo for appealing character modeling

SCAD Academic Scholarship Recieved for outstanding academic achievements

PlCkDP     mRc 1

Director: Manish Singh Sunar
Responsibilities: Creating 3D character models

ReL/cTe: http://www.isabella3d.0rg           ReErNcS: Available online

AuUs-DeEmEr26

LoAtOn:  Savannah, Georgia

IsAbTtE  Ay27-SpIn 1

Director: Rachel Holiday
Responsibilities: Modeling all assets

SCAD Achievement recieved for impressive portfolio 
Georgia HOPE recieved from the state of GA for GPA

24-28
24-28

24-28

cAsEsOuSiEFAjR:  Math, Mythology, Anatomy, Art History, Art Foundations 

GeRgAUmNeSoIeYOlNtEr  1-28
A organization that provieds help for animals left in unfortunate circumstances in Georgia

I am Isabella Omohundro a current senior at the Savannah College of Art and Design(SCAD). I am pursuing my Bachelors 
of Fine Art in animation, going into my final year of study and will be graduating summer 2018. I began my college educa-
tion at age 15 in the “SCAD Rising Star” program. While pursuing my studies in animation at SCAD, I have always had my 
mind on which companies would best fit me upon graduation. I believe Blue Sky is one of those companies. Therefore I am 
submitting my reel and online portfolio to your company in hope to be accepted into this year's summer internship program.

In order to work for a great company, I know I’ll have to produce great work. As a result, I’ve put my all into my work at 
SCAD since day one. I have been on the dean’s list multiple times at SCAD and in the fall of 2015, I participated in a 
mentorship with Mike Defeo on appealing character sculpting. Most recently, I returned to school from Vancouver, Canada 
where I was a paid intern at DHX Media on the show, “Blaze and the Monster Machines” that airs on Nick and Nick Jr. 
During my time at DHX Media, I learned a good deal about the production pipeline for a 3D animated TV show. I was told 
at the beginning that I would be expected to do the same quality work as an entry level employee. I was responsible not only 
for modeling but texturing and creating blend shapes for the models I created as well. I was even allowed to produce two 
models that were focal story elements for an episode. DHX even gave me the opportunity to design aspects of the models 
that were not part of the original concept. I created over 20 models that were used in production during my internship at 
DHX, which lasted from the end of August to the beginning of December in 2016.

During my process of looking for a company to work for, I look for more than just the corporation’s accomplishments. I truly 
wish to work in a fun family environment. Through my research, I believe Blue Sky has just that. Your company’s location, 
work environment, and accomplishments make you the perfect fit. I truly believe that it’s the people that make children’s films 
so full of life and innocence. However, it is not just these things that have made me choose Blue Sky. In the winter of 
2017, I had the wonderful opportunity to be interviewed by members of the Blue Sky team. Those who interviewed me were 
so kind and enjoyable to be around I wanted to spend even more time with them. It is without a doubt I can say Blue sky is 
the company I wish to work for the most. 
         
In my family education is a big thing and I rather enjoy learning new skills. I am a very dedicated student and try my best to 
excel in my studies no matter the difficulty. I am highly motivated and will never get behind I would rather stay up all night 
and get the work done then dear be late or unfinished. I truly wish to use this internship to its utmost advantage if given the 
opportunity. If my reel and portfolio are not up to Blue Sky standards or you wish to see more of a certain type of model. 
Please let me know and I will be happy to accommodate you. I am always striving to improve and any feedback you could 
give me for what your studio looks for in a modeler would be most welcome. 
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Dear Mrs. Berardini,

Sincerely, 

Isabella Omohundro

https://www.isabella3d.org

